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A B S T R A C T

A stochastic model based on a combination of the cellular automata approach for forest fires and a random
walk for firebrands and hot gases has been further developed and used to simulate the Marshall fire, Colorado,
December 2021. Typical heat release profiles for burning wooden houses from the literature were used to distill
information on the burning duration and ignition delay time needed to model the hours-long firebrand emission
from wooden buildings in the Marshall area during this fire. In addition to information on vegetation and
housing structures from in-person inspection, satellite images were used to estimate various model parameters.
The results give reasonable predictions for the extent of the fire and its time evolution. A parametric analysis
further highlighted the sensitivity of predictions to the parameters used in the model and suggested areas
for improvement. The very low computational cost of the model, ease of operation, and acceptable accuracy
suggest that the proposed framework can be used for operational decision-making and damage assessment.
1. Introduction

Devastating wildfires are causing massive destruction to the envi-
ronment. The combination of a wildfire outbreak near an urban area
and the appearance of extreme weather conditions (high wind speeds
and draught) leave little time to operate and protect the wildland-urban
interface (WUI), resulting in loss of properties and lives. Therefore,
there is an increasing need for fast and accurate models that can process
real-time weather data and geographical information to predict the
evolution of such complex phenomena and support decision-making
when attempting to control deadly wildfires. In addition, pre-evaluating
fire scenarios before the development of any fire can help firefighters
and authorities to manage different emergency scenarios. This paper
further develops a novel stochastic modelling approach for a WUI fire
evolution using fine-grained local information on land and building
flammability that serves the above purposes.

Most of the WUI fire modelling attempts in the literature usually de-
ploy empirical or semi-empirical mathematical relations, probabilistic
models, and data-informed models [1–7] to simulate fire propagation.
However, these models generally rely on a statistical or phenomeno-
logical description of the observed fire behaviour and require a large
amount of hard-to-find data from historical fires [8]. Other approaches
oupling computational fluid dynamics and mechanistic combustion
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models can also be considered (e.g., see Ref. [9]), but their compu-
tational cost can be prohibitive for real-time predictions in large-scale
fires.

Typically, models suitable for real-time operational use aim to
estimate the fire’s rate of spread (ROS) and the fire perimeter in homo-
geneous terrains, thus lacking the ability to describe the smaller-scale
characteristics and the patchy behaviour that is often observed in a WUI
fire. Fire propagation in the WUI is the most challenging to predict
due to differences in fire behaviour between a forest and an urban
area, which need to be integrated and combined in a single model.
In particular, capturing fire transmission at the interface between the
forest and the residential buildings requires knowledge of the ignition
and thermal properties of the materials involved, as well as a model
capable of capturing the intrinsic stochasticity of the fire propagation
process. In addition, it would be of great value to be able to predict the
probability that the fire will reach a particular point, information that
could guide fire prevention and risk management through the design
and planning of land plots.

The recent focus on the cellular automata approach in fire propaga-
tion modelling is promising and has resulted in the development of new
models [10–18], thus offering real-time support for fire suppression and
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Fig. 1. Regional map showing the outline of the final burnt region (fire scar) from satellite data (blue), the fire scar 3 h after ignition (magenta), the damaged structures (yellow),
and destroyed (red) structures during the Marshall fire. This map is a digitised version of the map presented in Ref. [20]. The fire scar 3 h after ignition is based on Ref. [21].
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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evacuation actions. However, their use in WUI fires has not yet been
extensively studied or demonstrated. These models incorporate physical
information in their grid cells and account for the inhomogeneous
properties that are inherently present at the WUI. The appropriate set of
rules and processes that determine the fire transmission between cells
is the key component and main challenge to the successful prediction
of WUI fires when using cellular automata models. The limits of cellu-
lar automata models are mainly related to a lack of neat distinction
between the flammable material and the propagation modes, which
implies the necessity of empirical/semi-empirical relations to make the
model predictive. To overcome this drawback, Mastorakos et al. [19]
ave proposed a new approach, called FireSPIN, that combines the
ellular automata approach with stochastic virtual fire particles. As
n the cellular automata approach, the terrain is modelled as an en-
emble of cells with different properties. However, the information
n fire propagation is advanced through the tracking of Lagrangian
ire particles representing the wildfire transmission phenomena such
s convection, firebrands, and radiation. This conceptual separation
etween the terrain (emitter and receiver of the fire information)
nd the propagation of information offers a flexible framework for
hysics-based modelling of fire dynamics.

In this paper, we further develop the previously proposed stochastic
agrangian-cellular automata model FireSPIN [19] by introducing a
ore detailed description of the flammable material, especially making
distinction between flora and buildings. This is incorporated via the
se of different ignition delay times and total burning duration for each
ell (e.g., pixel in a terrain map) in the inhomogeneous terrain exam-
ned. We demonstrate the model’s potential to capture all the features
f a WUI fire by simulating the case of the Marshall fire in Colorado,
021, which, according to satellite data and eyewitnesses, showed
very intermittent behaviour with strong variations in propagation

peed, thus making it a challenging test case. Our work aims to develop
predictive tool with real-time capabilities that will combine the

xploitation of detailed geographical information, weather predictions,
nd a consistent description of the physics involved.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, the prevailing
onditions and specifics of the Marshall fire are discussed based on
edia information, satellite data, and a field investigation. Next, the
ethodology used in the simulations is presented with a particular

ocus on cell flammability and modelling choices. This is followed by
he simulation results, discussion, and a sensitivity analysis in which
elected parameters and features of the model are investigated. Key
2

onclusions close the paper.
. Marshall fire overview

The following information is based on media outlet information and
ome own field investigations post-fire. On December 30th of 2021,
wildfire broke out near Highway 93 in Boulder County, Colorado,

round 11 am. High-speed winds combined with a long drought period
aused the fire to spread quickly and reach nearby towns (Superior,
ouisville, and Broomfield) in a matter of minutes. The fire continued to
urn until heavy snow fell on the night of 31st December–1st January.
he aftermath was 1084 destroyed and 149 damaged residences that
xpanded across the three towns, as shown in Fig. 1. According to
fficial reports [22] and Refs. [23,24], the final total burnt area was
026 acres. Other sources (e.g., see Ref. [24]) reported the burnt area

at 6200 acres during an advanced fire stage, but we will consider the
officially reported value as the ground truth for our comparisons. One
person was killed, and one person is still missing [24].

According to the National Weather Service (NWS) [25] and Ref.
[26], high winds developed in the morning hours before the fire, as
a result of a mountain wave travelling over the Front Range Mountains
and Foothills. This phenomenon generated very high wind speeds,
strong gusts and extreme turbulent events moving down the mountain
slope and onto the plain, thus fanning the fire constantly during the day
with very persistent westerly winds travelling at 50–60 mph (≈22.5–
27 m/s) and gusting up to 100 mph near the vicinity of Marshall Lake.
The described phenomenon is reflected in the gust speeds reported by
NWS. Near the eastern towns, the winds decelerated but still gusting
up to 68 mph (Superior, 2 pm). Finally, after a few hours, the intense
winds stopped, which resulted in slower fire propagation.

The fire was initially developed on homogeneous grasslands far
from the towns of Superior, Louisville, and Broomfield. This type of
vegetation, characterised by short ignition delay times, was responsible
for the rapid fire spreading during the first minutes. In the three towns
of interest, the neighbourhoods usually comprised wooden buildings
and tall vegetation, favouring long-lasting fire sustenance, while in
some residential areas, there are concrete buildings that act as deter-
rents to further fire spread. According to witnesses [27,28], the fire was
characterised by thick high-speed smoke and firebrands. Together with
radiation, these are the primary mechanisms for fire propagation and
are included in the model.

3. Methods

3.1. Modelling framework

The basics of the FireSPIN (Fire Stochastic Particle Integrator) model
have been previously presented in Ref. [19], but the key features are
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repeated here for clarity. In addition, some variations are discussed
to take into account the difference in flammability of the region with
uniform low vegetation vs. the built area, including the type of building
(wooden or brick). In summary, fire propagation is modelled by consid-
ering the state of the discretised land (the ‘‘cells’’) and the evolution of
virtual ‘‘fire particles’’ emitted from these cells to mimic the mechanism
by which one cell can transmit the fire to a close or distant neighbour.
The trajectory and state of these particles aim to mimic the turbulent
dispersion of gases and/or firebrands and their cooling off due to air
entrainment. What happens when one of these particles visits a new cell
depends on the cell’s flammability and contents, which are modelled
through an ignition delay time (e.g., infinite for non-flammable regions,
small for quick-to-ignite vegetation, and intermediate for cells that con-
tain wooden houses) and the expected burn duration. Further details on
the above concepts are given in the following, including a description
of the modifications over the original framework in Ref. [19].

3.1.1. The cells
The area of interest is discretised in cells (square-shaped in this

implementation, but can be of any shape) based on the resolution
available in the satellite data. Information on the flammability of each
cell is obtained by examining these data, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Each cell contains its own particles. These are activated and begin
to move one by one once their ‘‘mother’’ cell is visited by a burning
particle from another cell (close or remote). The emission rate of the
particles can be thought of as equivalent to the heat release rate (HRR)
of the flammable material enclosed in the cell of interest. One or many
particles may be released at once and at a suitable time, approximating
the HRR profile as an instantaneous process, or their release may
be spread over time to better represent the HRR profile. The latter
mechanism can be parameterised by using an ignition delay time (𝜏ign),
marking the time difference between the arrival of a burning particle
from another cell and the release of a new particle (as in the peak of the
HRR profile), and the total burning duration (𝜏burn), marking the total
duration of self-sustaining burning. The selection of these parameters is
explained later, but at this point, note that the current implementation
is different from Ref. [19] where the true ignition delay time and burn
time are incorporated into a single timescale (single particle release).

3.1.2. Virtual particles and random walk
The model uses two types of particles. The first one, called ‘‘convec-

tive particles’’, is used to model the convection of gases and firebrands
and their turbulent dispersion under the assumption of a random walk
motion. The governing equations can be written in a 2-D representation
as follows:
d𝑌st,p
d𝑡

= −
𝑌st,p
𝜏mem

; (1)

d𝑋𝑖,𝑝 = 𝐹𝑙 𝑈𝑖,𝑝 d𝑡, where 𝑖 = 1, 2; (2)

d𝑈𝑖,𝑝 = −
(2 + 3𝐶0)

4
𝑢′

𝐿𝑡
(𝑈𝑖,𝑝 − 𝑈𝑤,𝑖) d𝑡

+(𝐶0 𝜀 d𝑡)1∕2𝑖.
(3)

The random walk of Eq. (3) is based on the well-known Lagrangian
description of turbulent dispersion [29], supplemented with a simple
decay of the scalar 𝑌st,p (Eq. (1)) following the Lagrangian PDF method
for reacting flows [29]. 𝑌st,p denotes the ‘‘burning state’’ of a particle, as

ill be explained later. 𝑢′ and 𝐿𝑡 are the turbulent velocity fluctuations
and the integral length scale, respectively. Their combination gives
an estimate of the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy 𝜀 =
(𝑢′)3∕𝐿𝑡 [30]. 𝐶0 is a constant close to 2, and i is a random variable
normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. 𝑈w,i is the
component of the wind speed in the 𝑖th direction and 𝑈i,p is the current
velocity component of the particle, which is scaled by a factor 𝐹𝑙 when
updating the new particle position in Eq. (2) to account for the fact that
3

E

a fire usually propagates at a speed that is slower than the wind speed
(𝐹𝑙 ∼ 0.1) [31].

Note that in the current implementation, we do not separate gaseous
motion from firebrand motion, but their composite effect is lumped to-
gether. It is very straightforward in a future implementation to separate
these two mechanisms, that is, to use the above equations with a given
random walk, 𝐹𝑙, and 𝜏mem for gases and a separate random walk and
𝜏mem for firebrands, thus allowing very fine-grained information on the
emitting fire and propagation mechanism to be built into the frame-
work. Furthermore, fire-induced modifications of turbulence [32,33]
and refined firebrand trajectories and evolution [34,35] can easily be
included.

Once a particle is emitted, it is considered to have a burning state
that is maintained as long as the corresponding scalar quantity 𝑌st,p,
remains above a certain limit (𝑌lim). 𝑌st,p takes values from 0 to 1 and,
while 𝑌st,p > 𝑌lim, the particle travels according to the random walk
motion and ignites the cells that intersect its trajectory. The decay
of 𝑌st,p is exponential and is dictated by 𝜏mem. Eq. (1) can also be
viewed as equivalent to Newton’s law of cooling so that 𝑌st,p stands for
a normalised temperature difference, indicating whether the particle
is hot (𝑌st,p > 𝑌lim), that is, capable of igniting another cell, or cold
(𝑌st,p < 𝑌lim), and therefore not capable of igniting further fire. The
initial burning state (normalised temperature difference), 𝑌init , assigned
to each particle could also be used to simulate the magnitude of the
HRR profile, thus complementing the function of 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn in
characterising the flammability and energy release of a cell. However,
here we assume 𝑌init = 1 in the initial state, and we discuss the
effect of this assumption separately using simplified model problems
in Appendix A.

The second type of particles can be used to model fire propagation
under no-wind conditions and the effect of radiation. These particles
move according to the following equations:

d𝑟𝑝 = 𝑆𝑓,0d𝑡 + 𝜎𝑆𝑓,0
(d𝑡)1∕2𝑟; (4)

𝜃𝑝 = 2𝜋𝜃 . (5)

n Eqs. (4)–(5), 𝑟𝑝 and 𝜃𝑝 define a radial coordinate system with an
rigin in the centre of the mother cell of the particle (indicated in
he following with the subscript ‘mc’), so that the coordinates of the
article can be given at any time as 𝑋1,𝑝 = 𝑋1,mc + 𝑟𝑝 cos(𝜃𝑝) and

𝑋2,𝑝 = 𝑋2,mc + 𝑟𝑝 sin(𝜃𝑝). 𝑟 and 𝜃 are random variables normally
istributed with zero mean and unit variance. 𝑆𝑓,0 is the no-wind
ropagation speed, which in Eq. (4) is assumed to follow a normal
istribution with mean 𝑆𝑓,0 and standard deviation 𝜎𝑆𝑓,0

. In Ref. [19],
𝑆𝑓,0 was considered constant, i.e., 𝜎𝑆𝑓,0

= 0, and equal to 0.1 m/s

for one type fuel, but it could generally be a function of space and
local conditions. The 𝑌st,p of the ‘‘radiation particle’’ follows Eq. (1)
but with a decay timescale 𝜏mem = 𝐿𝑟∕𝑆𝑓,0, where 𝐿𝑟 is a characteristic
radiation length (e.g., in the order of O(100) m). Note that the radiation
model is here added mainly for completeness and it is not used, unless
stated otherwise. Since the fire examined was wind-driven, the effect
of radiation-driven propagation is expected to be small.

The implementation of the governing equations involves the choice
of a suitable particle computational timestep, 𝛥𝑡, and maximum grid
size, 𝛥𝑥max, for the area of interest. For example, to adequately resolve
particle decay, the timestep should be much smaller than the particle
lifetime, which by integration of Eq. (1) requires 𝛥𝑡 ≪ −ln(𝑌lim∕𝑌init )
mem. To ensure accuracy and stability for the tracking of the first type
f particles, the timestep should also be smaller than the integral time
cale of turbulence and should also correspond to a particle Courant
umber, 𝑐, below unity [36]. These criteria may be written as in
𝑡 = 𝑐 ⋅ min(𝛥𝑥∕|𝑈𝑝|, 𝐿𝑡∕𝑢′), where 𝛥𝑥 is the actual grid size used
assuming square cells). As discussed in Ref. [37], 𝛥𝑥max could represent
he distance eddies carry a particle during a timestep. According to
qs. (2)–(3), a particle generated in the centre of a cell has a higher
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Table 1
Original classes from the NLCD database [38] and cell flammability parameters used in the simulations.
Original classes Final class Ignition delay time (s) Total burning duration (s)

Developed areas with concrete buildings (–) 7 ∞ 0
Developed high-intensity areas (24) 6 1500 15 000
Developed, medium-intensity areas (23) 5 1000 9000
Developed low-intensity areas (22) 4 180 360
Open water, perennial ice/snow (11,12) 3 ∞ 0
Developed open space, barren land (21,31) 2 ∞ 0
Vegetation and rest of the classes 1 30 180
Fig. 2. Visual representation of the computational domain. The different colours display the area of interest as interpreted by the NLCD database [38]. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
probability of travelling a distance smaller than 𝐹𝑙(𝐶0𝜀𝛥𝑡)1∕2𝛥𝑡 during
a timestep 𝛥𝑡. Therefore, the neighbouring cell centre should be at a
distance not larger than two times that distance to resolve propagation
accurately. Substituting for 𝛥𝑡 = 𝐿𝑡∕𝑢′, the upper limit of the grid
spacing becomes proportional to the integral length scale, as in 𝛥𝑥max =
2𝐹𝑙𝐶

1∕2
0 𝐿𝑡. As in Ref. [19], the particles are released from the centre of

the cell. The sensitivity of the predicted fire spread to the grid size and
the number of virtual particles used per cell, 𝑁𝑝, will be shown later.

3.2. Fuel map and cell flammability parameters

The area of interest was discretised on the basis of the information
provided by the NLCD 2016: USGS National Land Cover Database, 2016
release (NLCD) [38]. In this database, 20 different bands dictate the
classification of cells in a 30 × 30 m2 spatial resolution. For the sake of
simplicity (complementary to the lack of sufficient literature sources),
the bands were here grouped into seven Classes as shown in Table 1
and Fig. 2. The main differences between the Classes can be identified
in terms of the modelling parameters concerned with the flammable
material’s burning behaviour: 𝜏ign (time difference between the cell’s
first particle emission from the first landing of a fire particle from a
neighbour) and 𝜏burn (duration of the cell’s burning, which is equal to
the time difference between the first and last particle emission from
this cell).

The cells classified as Class 1 are mainly populated by grasslands
that experienced a remarkably long drought period in the months
before the Marshall fire broke out, and as a result, they are expected to
ignite and burn fast. Based on Refs. [39,40], the flame residence time
(as defined by Anderson [41]) for grass fuel could be in the range of
7–44 s, therefore it would be reasonable to assume that 𝜏ign is of the
same order. In the absence of detailed HRR profile data, an appropriate
choice for 𝜏burn is more challenging, but we may presume that the
shape of the HRR profile follows the burning of experimentally studied
cellulosic fuels, as in Ref. [42], and that 𝜏burn is O(10) times larger than
𝜏ign. Our estimates are provided in Table 1, although these could be
revisited in the future.
4

Classes 2 (see brown coloured cells in Fig. 2), 3 (blue), and 7 (black)
are assumed to be indestructible and hence have infinite ignition delay
time and no burning duration. Furthermore, these cells do not emit
any particles, even if visited by a burning one. The cells in Class 7
were manually selected after observing Google Earth images and our
in-person inspection images. The choice of this Class is also justified by
the fire scar depicted in Fig. 1, where it is clearly shown that build-
ings prevented the fire from propagating downwind in some regions.
Regarding Classes 4, 5 and 6, the choice of their parameters is rather
challenging due to the diversity of the construction materials used in
the buildings. In this case, it can be seen that the most common Class
inside the towns of interest is 5 (yellow). A typical neighbourhood in
Louisville consists of several houses, small roads, and tall trees. This
layout is similar to the one studied by Himoto et al. [43], where a
block of model two-storey wooden houses, separated by small roads and
covering about 300 m2, resulted in a burning duration of approximately
3000 s. Himoto et al. [43] also reported HRR profiles of individual
houses, as well as the accumulative HRR of the block. These profiles
have three distinct phases: (i) a growth phase, (ii) a fully developed
phase, and (iii) a decay phase. To provide an appropriate rationale for
the selection of timescales that correspond to the burning process, 𝜏ign
and 𝜏burn were chosen based on the times that correspond to the start
of the developed phase and the end of the decay phase, respectively.

It should be noted that the HRR profiles of the individual houses,
compared to the accumulative HRR, highlight a dependence of the
timescales on the burning area due to the fire propagation from house
to house. The three phases for a single house last considerably less than
the same phase for the entire block. As a result, considering larger cell
sizes compared to the block of houses studied in Ref. [43] requires the
assumption of longer (in time) HRR profiles. Of course, the dependence
of the HRR profile on cell size is not exclusive; therefore, other factors
could drastically alter the shape and width of the HRR (e.g., the type of
construction materials or the humidity history). Here, we approximate
the timescales associated with similar blocks of houses in a coarser
resolution (30 × 30 m2) by extrapolating and observing how these vary

2 2
from a ‘‘house scale’’ (3.6 × 3.6 m ) to a ‘‘block scale’’ (17.4 × 16 m )
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in Ref. [43]. In future work, this extrapolation could be generalised or
even completely avoided by using satellite data of much finer resolution
so that houses, gardens, trees, and roads could be better distinguished.

In Ref. [43], the duration of the three phases in the individual HRR
profiles varied from 200–800 s with a typical duration of 500–600 s,
while for the entire block, this time was 3000 s, hence a linear scaling
between cell size and its burning duration is not prohibitive. In our
case, this yields a burning duration of about 5200 s; however, a higher
value of 𝜏burn = 9000 s seemed more appropriate to also account for the
more prominent presence of concrete materials and open spaces. As far
as 𝜏ign is concerned, the fully developed phase in Ref. [43] started at
about 450 s for a single house, whereas the corresponding time could
reach 600 s for the whole block (first peak in the accumulative HRR).
Consequently, extrapolating linearly 𝜏ign with cell size might not be
ppropriate, but a value of O(1000) s is reasonable considering also
he presence of concrete materials and wider open spaces.

Classes 4 and 6 may be better viewed as a ‘‘mixture’’ of Classes 1
nd 5. A Class 4 (dark yellow) cell is mostly covered by vegetation (tall
rees and grass) and open spaces. Therefore, it is expected to ignite
nd burn faster compared to built areas (180 s and 360 s), but not

faster compared to a grassland cell due to the sparsity of vegetation and
the different plants that normally exist in urban areas (tall trees and
low clean cut vegetation). Finally, Class 6 cells are highly developed
areas, where non-flammable surfaces account for 80% to 100% of the
total cover and the buildings are mostly apartment complexes, rows of
houses, and commercial/industrial structures. For this Class, we assume
a larger ignition delay time and burning duration due to the absence
of vegetation and wooden buildings. Table 1 summarises our choices
of 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn for all Classes, and their effect will be further analysed
in Section 5.3.

3.3. Modelling parameters

In addition to 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn, the model requires the definition and
alibration of several other parameters as summarised in Table 2. A
alibration against controlled fire experiments has already been per-
ormed in Ref. [19]. A sensitivity analysis can offer a comprehensive
nsight into the effect of the rest (this is done in Section 5) but some of
he parameters can be rationally chosen between reasonable limits.

For example, the integral length scale of turbulence, 𝐿𝑡, is based
on turbulent boundary layer theory (e.g., see Ref. [44]) and was
chosen as the height of the fire, but also as a representative gust size,
i.e., O(10–100) m. The normalised turbulence intensity, 𝐴 (typically in
the range 0.2–0.4), is characteristic of the turbulence levels inside the
atmospheric boundary layer (e.g., see Ref. [45]) divided by the local
mean velocity (not the free-stream one). Note that empirical formulas
for 𝐴 and 𝐿𝑡 usually consider natural winds and not extreme weather
events (large gusts), such as those encountered during the Marshall fire.
Consequently, turbulence length scale and intensity estimates should be
towards the upper end of typical ranges and higher.

Finally, the number of new particles emitted and their phasing is a
key input to the model. For simplicity, we assume that 𝑁𝑝 > 1 particles
re released uniformly throughout the burn duration. The same number
s assigned to each cell regardless of the cell flammability (see Table 1),
ven though the primary intention is to use more than one particles
e.g., 𝑁𝑝 = 20) to better emulate prolonged emissions of hot gases and
irebrands from housing structures.

.4. Simulation setup

The area of interest is a 12 × 12 km2 square, as shown in Fig. 2. It
as discretised in a 400 × 400 grid, resulting in a resolution similar to

he information provided by the NLCD, that is, each cell is a 30 × 30 m2

quare, which proved fine enough to satisfy all the grid spacing criteria
iscussed in Section 3.1. The model needs wind speed and direction as
nput. Two different zones were defined to account for the prevailing
5

Table 2
Main modelling parameters and the corresponding values used in the baseline
simulation.

Name Symbol Baseline value

Velocity factor of particles 𝐹𝑙 0.15 [19]
Memory timescale (s) 𝜏mem 10 [19]
Burning state threshold 𝑌lim 0.2 [19]
Initial burning state 𝑌init 1 [19]
Turbulence length scale (m) 𝐿𝑡 80
Turbulence intensity 𝐴 0.4
Number of particles per cell 𝑁𝑝 20
Ignition delay time (s) 𝜏ign Table 1
Total burning duration (s) 𝜏burn Table 1

wind conditions present in the domain, as explained in Section 2.
During the first hours of simulation, west of Superior, the wind was set
to be West (270 deg) 25 m/s (≈55 mph), while east from Superior, the
wind was reduced to half this value (based on a comparison between
the data from Refs. [26,46,47] for Marshall Lake and the town of
Louisville). After 4 h, the wind speed gradually decreased, following
the trends reported in Ref. [46]. Note that in future applications of
the model, the wind speed and direction, as well as the local level of
turbulence, may originate from real-time measurements or numerical
weather prediction models, further improving the characterisation of
the wind.

It is also known that the fire started near the intersection of High-
ways CO-93 and CO-170, close to Eldorado Springs. It was reported that
at some point the fire was burning on both sides of CO-93; therefore,
five cells west of the intersection point were used as ignition points.
To evaluate the temporal evolution of the fire and the initial fire
spread while also getting a good representation of the final total burnt
area, the first 14 h of the event were simulated and statistics were
gathered over many code realisations. Finally, a 23-h simulation of the
Marshall fire was attempted, mainly to observe the fire propagation of
a well-established fire in the WUI under lower wind speeds.

3.5. Output processing

The algorithm produces various outputs. The most important one is
the ignition state of a cell, i.e., the information on whether a particular
cell has been ignited or not (in which case it is assumed that it will
eventually burn completely since it will release all its fire particles).
It should be noted that firefighting actions can be included at any
time by limiting the emissions of particles, but such actions were not
included here. From each realisation of the model, each cell is declared
to have survived or burnt, and this metric then leads to an evaluation
of the probability that the fire reaches a cell, 𝑃𝑏. This probability
constitutes a key quantitative output of the model. The fine-grained
flammability information associated with the Class allocated to every
cell allows 𝑃𝑏 to be reported at a spatial resolution equal to the cell
size. Many realisations are needed to have a statistically meaningful
𝑃𝑏, but the statistical convergence rate also depends on the number
of particles allocated to each cell. Unless stated otherwise, the present
analysis is based on 400 realisations, although a lower number was
also satisfactory for the present problem and modelling choices. In
addition, the pathlines and time evolution of the particles are essential
qualitative features of the output, as they can help with insightful
visualisations of the fire spreading as a function of time, even from
individual realisations.

4. Results and discussion

This Section presents the predicted temporal evolution of the fire
and results from individual realisations and averages over many reali-
sations. The statistical convergence of the averages is also discussed, as
well as the computational performance of the approach.
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Fig. 3. The evolution of the Marshall fire at the indicated times after ignition. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots
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.1. Minute by minute evolution of the fire

Figs. 3 and 4 show the predicted temporal evolution of the fire
nd satellite observations of the fire scar (blue dots) on top of an
erial photograph depicting the area of interest (see also Fig. 1). In
ig. 3, the evolution of the fire is visualised by the location and state
f virtual particles from a single realisation, while in Fig. 4, the results
re presented in terms of probability contours of the burnt area, 𝑃𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦).
ccording to the timeline in Ref. [28], it is known that the fire started
round 11 am, and the first notable events are the evacuation of Costco
t 12:10 pm and the reported fires at Cherokee Avenue and Mohawk
ircle around the same time (12:15 pm). Shortly after (12:30 pm),
20 Cherokee Avenue was reported to be engulfed in flames, and
t 12:40 pm, the firefighters reported that they were outmatched in
uperior and left the area. Two snapshots of the simulated fire at
= 70 min and 𝑡 = 90 min from initiation (i.e., at 12:10 pm and 12:30
m) are shown in Figs. 3–4. It is evident that the model reproduced
hese events. The good agreement is the result of the appropriate choice
f 𝜏ign for the grassland areas and the turbulence characteristics (𝐿𝑡 and
) because until that point the fire was mostly a grass fire, developing
n a homogeneous terrain.

At 12:50 pm, the fire was reported to have jumped Highway 36,
esulting in the Cool Creek Ranch neighbourhood burning at 1:13 pm
Area 3 in Fig. 5). The model did not predict that the fire would jump
he road in this region. This is probably due to the lack of highly
ccurate weather and satellite inputs. Figs. 3–4 show the fire spread at
= 110 min and 𝑡 = 135 min (i.e., at 12:50 pm and 13:15 pm). Although
he Coal Creek neighbourhood does not appear to be burning, it can be
een that the fire propagated toward this area at a reasonably accurate
peed and that it had actually spread to the northern parts of Louisville
y that time.

According to Ref. [21], at 2:05 pm, the fire was at its northern point,
urning houses close to Harper Lake. This is also confirmed by reports
6

s

t 2:30 pm that state that the fire was burning houses in the southern
rea of Harper Lake along McCaslin Boulevard. The simulation results
t these two times are shown in Figs. 3e and 4e. Finally, at 3:40 pm,
he fire reached its southern parts and could be observed from Highway
olorado 128. At that time, the model displays an active fire front
urning houses in that region, but it has to be noted that the snapshots
t earlier times display a premature propagation towards Broomfield.

The fire spread at the intermediate stages is well captured, espe-
ially in the northern areas, giving an approximate 10% agreement
n terms of the total burnt area with observations at 2:05 pm. Note
hat the simulated fire spread at 𝑡 = 185 min (i.e., at 2:05 pm) is
ompared with the observed fire spread as reported at that time [21]
nd not the total burnt area after the end of the fire. More specifically,
he observed fire spread covered approximately 16 000 km2, while the
redicted total burnt area (black marked area) is about 14 400 km2.
s discussed earlier, an over-prediction can be spotted at that time

o the southern part and the town of Broomfield. In this study, we
ssume a constant wind direction (270 deg), and this naturally induces
ncertainties and may cause the above over-prediction.

.2. Burn probability distributions

Fig. 5a shows the probability contours of the burnt area (𝑃𝑏) in the
rea of interest 14 h after ignition compared to satellite observations
f the fire scar (blue dots). The model captures the overall shape of
he burnt area well and gives a good estimate of the fire spread. The
se of appropriate 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn for each pixel classification resulted in
reasonable agreement between the actual and predicted propagation

hrough residential areas, thus giving a good estimate of the perimeter
f the fire. Based on the 𝑃𝑏 isolines, it can be concluded that 𝑃𝑏 is
ostly unity in the core of the observed burnt area and that there is
sharp transition to zero at the boundaries of the fire scar. On closer

nspection, it is evident that 𝑃𝑏 has sharp gradients at many locations,
uggesting that the model captures the patchy behaviour of a WUI fire.
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Fig. 4. The evolution of the Marshall fire based on burnt area probability isolines at the indicated times after ignition. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite
data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
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Fig. 5. Burnt area probability isolines at (a) 14 h and (b) 23 h after ignition, based on 400 and 150 realisations, respectively. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the
satellite data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate specific areas of interest discussed in
the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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From Figs. 3–4 it is evident that the ROS is considerably higher
during the initial grass-fire phase compared to the later slow burning
in the built area. This important observation demonstrates how the
model can adequately capture the transition from a rapidly evolving
crown-type wildfire to a slower-burning WUI fire. A patchy behaviour
and an unstructured fire front shape are also predicted, consistent
with observations. Considering the reported fire extent at 10 pm on
December 31st and the final burnt area [24], it is reasonable to assume
hat most of the important events describing the fire had already taken
lace by that time. Probably the calmer winds, the sporadic snowfall,
7

nd the firefighting actions after that time put the fire under control,
hus limiting the fire spread until the heavy snowfall ended the event
ater that night. To this end, the simulation at 𝑡 = 23 h from ignition
11 pm–10 pm the next day) is shown in Fig. 5b. A full simulation video

is also provided in the Supplementary Material. It becomes evident that
no significant changes are observed in the total burnt area compared
to the simulation until 14 h after ignition. However, it should be noted
that dynamical changes in local 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn, corresponding to fire sup-
pression actions and snowfall or rain, were not incorporated into our
simulations. The model captured a long hour sustained fire front, slowly
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Fig. 6. Predicted burnt area and statistical convergence over 400 realisations.

urning houses in the towns of Louisville and Broomfield, but without
ramatically increasing the fire’s perimeter. This behaviour is in satis-
actory agreement with the observations and shows the model’s ability
o simulate long-hour-lasting urban fires. Quantitative improvements
an be made by fine-tuning the model inputs.

The 𝑃𝑏 data shown in Fig. 5a were computed from 400 realisations.
The statistical convergence of the model can be assessed from Fig. 6,
where the average total burnt area is plotted as a function of the
number of realisations. The fire is known to have burnt about 6000
acres, and here we plot the statistics based on the predicted burnt
area. Approximately 150 realisations are sufficient to obtain the same
results for the first moment of the ignition probability density function.
However, it should be noted that the standard deviation is such that
a considerably lower number of realisations (here between 20–40)
or even a single realisation can be used as an indicative estimate. It
is also evident that statistical convergence generally depends on the
total amount of particles considered over a single or many realisa-
tions; therefore, the number of particles emitted per cell (𝑁𝑝) and the
number of realisations provide complementary routes to access the full
sample space of fire front evolution [19]. Nevertheless, it should be
reminded that the number of particles released and their phasing is also
aimed at approximating (discretising) the HRR of a cell’s flammable
content, therefore changing 𝑁𝑝 (and the release frequency) can affect
the statistical convergence rate and fire propagation in a non-linear
way, when the initial particle burning state 𝑌init is not suitably adjusted.
The effects on fire propagation are further discussed in Section 5, where
𝑁𝑝 is varied parametrically. Options for adjusting 𝑌init are also briefly
discussed in Appendix A.

Fig. 7 shows zoomed-in images of 𝑃𝑏 close to the edge of the
fire at 𝑡 = 14 h from ignition. Various interesting features can be
observed. First, the bulk of the flammable cells have burnt with very
high probability, suggesting that the extensive destruction was not a
statistical fluke, also evident from the model convergence shown in
Fig. 6. Second, non-flammable cells in the middle of the burnt area can
protect cells downwind (e.g., see the green cells that denote flammable
but untouched by fire to the right of the white cells). However, in some
cases, the turbulent motion and random emission of firebrands emitted
by neighbouring regions can also lead to fire spread on the leeward
side of non-flammable cells with substantially high probability. The fact
that a range of ignition probabilities can be observed in Fig. 7, with 𝑃𝑏
being in the intermediate range between 0% and 100% in some areas
within the WUI and at the fire scar, is a key strength of the model
that has never been demonstrated and underlines how the proposed
8

modelling framework can capture spatially-varying randomness due
to local fuel heterogeneity and wind patterns. The only model with
some similarities to this work and the possibility of predicting 𝑃𝑏 is
erhaps the stochastic method by Boychuk et al. [48,49] which is based
n a continuous-time Markov chain lattice. Although the aim of that
odel was to incorporate random spotting mechanisms and showcase
ifferences with deterministic spread models, which cannot provide 𝑃𝑏

but only average behaviour, the underlying fire spread processes were
not in a physically reasonable form.

The FireSPIN model successfully reproduces the patchy behaviour
f a typical WUI fire and the prediction of fire characteristics on
he neighbourhood scale was demonstrated. There are various aerial
hotographs [50] showing entire neighbourhoods burnt to the ground,
xcept for one or a few intact houses. It is expected that with the
vailability of higher resolution geographical information, the model’s
apabilities can be extended to house-scale fire risk prediction. The
odel did not capture well the fire propagation in the areas marked 1,
, 3 and 4 in Fig. 5a. According to satellite observations, the fire spread
outh of Marshall Lake, thus burning a large area of grass (area 1) that
as not captured by our model. However, our in-person inspection and

he satellite data suggest that this branch of the fire was not integrated
nto the fire’s main body east of Marshall Lake, and thus did not affect
he fire’s spread further. This is an important observation, since the
odel predicted with very good accuracy the southeast branch of the

ire that eventually reached the town of Broomfield. Area 2 is also
ostly covered with vegetation, with a sparse distribution of houses,

ut the initial underestimation of the fire-front thickness did not allow
or a good capture of the fire’s northern part. In area 3, the land is
ainly covered with vegetation and the model did not predict the fire

rossing Highway 36 in this region, so it could not propagate further.
n area 4, where the land is also mainly covered with vegetation, the
odel predicts propagation with a non-negligible probability (𝑃𝑏 ≈

20%) past the observed fire scar, but fire spread is predicted with
greater certainty within the fire scar, as desired.

The discrepancies between the model and the observations in these
areas are attributed to the uncertain inputs (e.g., geographical informa-
tion, weather). In particular, it is likely that under current conditions,
the normalised turbulence intensity 𝐴 may have been higher and
not necessarily following a Gaussian distribution: occasional gusts can
change direction significantly more than a uniform mean flow plus
a cross-stream Gaussian fluctuation, which is what the model uses,
might suggest. As previously discussed, wind characterisation can be
improved in future studies using more refined measurements or numer-
ical tools (e.g., see [9]). However, some insight into the sensitivity of
predictions to various parameters, including 𝐴, may already be drawn
by performing a series of numerical tests, as will be shown later in
Section 5.

4.3. Computational performance

The presented computations were performed on a 2 GHz Quad-Core
Intel Core i5 processor. A single full simulation of the baseline case
required a 𝜏CPU ≈ 1 h (‘‘CPU time’’) using a simple model implementa-
tion in MATLAB, which is suitable only for proof-of-concept purposes.
The same model was also implemented in a serial C++ code where
improvements in data transfer between cells and particles demonstrated
a 𝜏CPU ≈ 4 min when considering both radiation (e.g., with 𝐿𝑟 = 50 m)
and convective particles and in 𝜏CPU ≈ 5 s when considering only the
convective particles.

The computational time per hour of real time varied significantly.
The first two hours were by far the most expensive, and this can
be attributed to two factors. First, computational time is strongly
related to the number of active particles and their interactions with the
cells. Since the fire was initially grass-type, the particles were emitted
faster than later times (see Fig. 3). Second, during the first hours, the
wind speed was significantly higher compared to the last hours of the

Marshall fire, which naturally affected the selection of the timestep,
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ielding smaller values. Therefore, even if the same number of active
articles was present in the domain, the total number of iterations to
imulate 1 h would still be higher.

The CPU time is significantly lower than the actual fire evolu-
ion (even with the simple MATLAB implementation) and allows for
ultiple code realisations in a matter of seconds. This performance
ighlights the real-time capabilities of the model and its possible use
or operational decision making.

. Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity of the model to the grid characteristics (flammability
nputs and resolution) and its main modelling parameters is discussed
n the following. The modelling parameters investigated here are 𝑁𝑝,
burn, 𝜏ign, 𝐴 and 𝑌lim. Understanding their effect on the model’s re-
ults is necessary for a better assessment and improvement of their
alibration process based on physical information.

.1. Fuel distribution and grid size

Every fire propagation model is sensitive to flammability inputs. In
he following, we examine how the fuel distribution affects the predic-
ions by manipulating the NLCD dataset [38] presented in Section 3.2

as follows. First, we obtain the fuel distribution and flammability
information, that is, the ignition delay and the burning duration, at a
coarser resolution than the one in the original dataset (Fig. 8a), equal to

cell area of 120 × 120 m2. This is equivalent to agglomerating groups
f 16 cells (pixels) in Fig. 2. Then we split each cell again into 16 sub-
ells to obtain the same resolution of 30 × 30 m2 as the original dataset
Fig. 8c). This is done to remove effects of grid size on the motion of
he virtual particles and only modify the fuel distribution. In the same
anner, we modify the NLCD dataset to obtain the fuel distribution at

n intermediate resolution of 60 × 60 m2 (Fig. 8b).
Fig. 9 shows the probability contours of the burnt area in the area
9

f interest 14 h after ignition compared to the satellite observations m
f the fire scar, similar to Section 4.2. The results show some differ-
nces between the three cases, but without specific underestimation or
verestimation trends with respect to the large-scale characteristics and
verall spread of the fire. In particular, the predicted total burnt area
as 3399 acres with a sampling resolution of 60 × 60 m2 (Fig. 9b) and
690 acres with a sampling resolution of 120 × 120 m2 (Fig. 9c), as
pposed to the baseline prediction of 3622 acres. Note that these figures
re based on cells with non-zero 𝑃𝑏 and not only 100% probability of
urning. They are also based on 400 realisations, ensuring statistical
onvergence in all cases and, therefore, suggesting that the fuel distri-
ution primarily affects predictions at the neighbourhood scale and the
nterface between flammable and non-flammable areas (here toward
he east boundary of the fire scar). As expected, different gradients in
lammability modify the stochastic behaviour of the fire, whereas the
redicted patchiness is reduced when using a coarser sampling resolu-
ion, as is evident from the sharp gradients in the probability contours.
hese characteristics are sufficient to further affect propagation, with
he biggest difference here manifested in area 4 (see Fig. 5a), where 𝑃𝑏
hanges from approximately 20% in the baseline case to almost 100%
hen the sampling resolution is coarser.

In the baseline implementation, the area of interest has been dis-
retised into square-shaped cells according to the resolution available
n the satellite data, providing a cell area of 30 × 30 m2. In the
ollowing, we investigate the sensitivity of predictions to changes in
rid size that share the same fuel distribution. However, this sensitivity
nalysis should not be viewed as a ‘‘grid independence’’ test because,
n general, the timescales linked to burning should also be adjusted
hen working at different resolutions. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
djustment of burning timescales is necessary to capture the correct
ropagation speed, especially when there are wooden building blocks
ith hours-long firebrand emission. In addition, for the current model

mplementation, the use of different cell sizes requires an adjustment
f the number of particles to account for the different contents of
lammable material within a cell, since virtual particles are used as a
eans of discretising energy release. In the following, we do not adjust
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Fig. 8. Visual representation of the computational domain using (a) the baseline fuel distribution and (b-c) a ‘‘coarser’’ fuel distribution using an intermediate sampling resolution
of (b) 60 × 60 m2 and (c) 120 × 120 m2. All data have the same grid size as in the baseline case. The different colours display the area of interest as interpreted by the NLCD
atabase [38]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Sensitivity of burnt area and 𝑃𝑏 to the distribution of fuel. The baseline case is shown in (a) 14 h after ignition. A ‘‘coarser’’ fuel distribution is used in (b-c) with an
ntermediate sampling resolution of (b) 60 × 60 m2 and (c) 120 × 120 m2. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate

the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
ny burning timescale, but we retain the initial particle density per unit
rea, 𝜌𝑝, similar for all grid sizes, which here range from 𝛥𝑥 = 7.5 m to
𝑥 = 120 m. In the baseline case, a total of 20 particles per cell were
sed, which is translated as 𝜌𝑝 = 20∕900 particles per m2. Note that the
aseline density would require the use of 1.25 particles per cell in the
ighest resolution case, which is, of course, not realistic and therefore,
e here use two particles per cell for this case (𝜌 is 60% higher).
10

𝑝

The analysis is based on the fuel map in Fig. 9c (sampling resolution
of 120 × 120 m2) to avoid mixing of cell fuel properties when switching
from higher to lower resolutions. Fig. 10 shows the probability contours
of the burnt area 14 h after ignition. First, it is useful to compare the
baseline prediction (Fig. 10a) with Fig. 10d, as there is no difference in
grid size (𝛥𝑥 = 30 m) but only in the underlying fuel distribution. Sim-

ilarly to Section 5.1 and the results of Fig. 9, no major differences are
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity of burnt area and 𝑃𝑏 to the resolution of the grid. The baseline case (having a resolution of 30 × 30 m2) is shown in (a) 14 h after ignition. The results with
he fuel distribution of Fig. 9c and various grid sizes are shown in (b-f). A particle density of 20 particles per 900 m2 has been used except for (b) where a 60% higher particle

density is used. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. (For
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bserved with respect to the large-scale characteristics and the general
pread of the fire. However, due to the coarser sampling resolution of
he fuel map, the predicted patchiness is reduced and the propagation
s mostly affected in area 4 (see Fig. 5a) and the southernmost edge
f the fire. Second, at resolutions 𝛥𝑥 > 30 m (Fig. 10e and f), it is
vident that the movement of the particles is not sufficient to allow
robable propagation of the fire, apart from (a few) cells downwind of
he ignition point. This is not surprising considering the discussion in
ection 3.1, where an upper limit of the grid spacing was proposed.
ased on the integral length scale used in this work, the maximum
llowable grid size is 𝛥𝑥max ≈ 34 m and, as a result, a grid size greater
han 𝛥𝑥max cannot ensure that a convection particle can be carried far
nough to ensure dispersion (and propagation) in all directions. The
roposed 𝛥𝑥max grid criterion is therefore numerically justified.

At grid sizes 𝛥𝑥 ≤ 30 m (Fig. 10b, c and d), we observe similar
ehaviour in the fire core but changes in the fire edges that lead to
general decrease in the total burnt area when all cells with either

on-zero or only unity 𝑃𝑏 are considered. In particular, the predicted
otal burnt area with 𝑃𝑏 > 0 is 4032 acres, 3944 acres and 3321
cres with 𝛥𝑥 = 30 m, 𝛥𝑥 = 15 m, and 𝛥𝑥 = 7.5 m, respectively. In
ddition, we observe substantial changes in the propagation around
rea 4 (see Fig. 5a) with the fire spreading further toward the east
nd the north side of the domain with increasingly higher probability
hen the grid size is reduced. These differences are not attributed

o the random walk and the lack of ‘‘grid independence’’ as far as
urbulent dispersion is concerned. Instead, as previously discussed, the
ifferences in propagation are mostly affected by the treatment of HRR,
hich is here approximated with the release of new virtual particles.
ven if 𝜌𝑝 remains similar, the burning timescales 𝜏burn and 𝜏ign, would
equire calibration with the current model implementation to ensure
imilar behaviour for various 𝛥𝑥. A sensitivity analysis concerning these
imescales is given later in Section 5.3. However, we also argue that the
escription of a cell’s flammable content and its sensitivity to grid size
11

r

annot be perfectly ensured unless the particles’ initial burning state is
lso suitably adjusted. This is left for future work, but implementation
spects are also discussed in Appendix A using model problems with
niform fuel distribution.

.2. Number of virtual particles per cell and 𝑌lim

In addition to the rate of achieving statistical convergence, the
umber of virtual particles per cell, 𝑁𝑝, also affects the probability
f burn. The burnt area probability isolines for the cases of 10, 20
nd 30 particles per cell are shown in the top row of Fig. 11. The
atio our baseline (𝑁𝑝 = 20) burnt area compared to the cases with
𝑝 = 10 and 𝑁𝑝 = 30 is 0.72 and 1.13, when all areas with 𝑃𝑏 > 0

re considered. An increasing trend with 𝑁𝑝 is therefore evident. As
xpected, the stochastic movement of the virtual particles increases the
redicted fire spread with 𝑁𝑝, but mainly in the lateral direction. The
ffect of 𝑁𝑝 on the fire’s extent in the downwind spread and its time
volution is only minor. Note also that the lateral spread is a direct
onsequence of the magnitude of the cross-wind component of the
andom walk, which is controlled by the parameter 𝐴. A high value of
𝑝 increases the chances of capturing rare events in the sampling over

he presumed wind velocity probability density function, and hence the
ider fire scar is explained. A more sophisticated determination of 𝐴,

.e., including a fire-induced modification of the local gas velocity, or
more rigorous firebrand random walk, can give a different sensitivity

o 𝑁𝑝.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the total energy release is

erhaps overestimated because all released particles are assigned the
ame weight in terms of their burning state. For simplicity, the initial
article state 𝑌init was considered here equal to 1, meaning that the
otal particle lifetime, i.e., when 𝑌st,p < 𝑌lim is satisfied, is the same
egardless of the burning progress. This situation is equivalent to a

elatively constant HRR throughout the burning duration. However,
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of burnt area and 𝑃𝑏 to 𝑁𝑝 and 𝑌lim based on 20 realisations. The baseline case is shown in (b) 14 h after ignition. Results with changes only in 𝑁𝑝 are shown
bove, and results with changes in 𝑌lim (𝑁𝑝 equal to or lower than the baseline of 20 particles per cell) are shown below. The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite
ata of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
eferred to the web version of this article.)
his situation may also be unlikely for some construction materials or
ypes of vegetation (e.g., see Ref. [42]); therefore, further research is
ssential to calibrate all associated parameters against wildfires, ex-
eriments or more physics-based approaches, leveraging also available
eographical or weather data. Model cases with a different implemen-
ation for the initial particle state are presented in Appendix A. In the

following, we demonstrate how the burning state threshold, 𝑌lim can
affect predictions. The bottom row of Fig. 11 shows the probability of
burning for various options of 𝑌lim. Since the particle state is equivalent
to a normalised temperature difference, it becomes evident that the
longer life span of ‘‘hot’’ particles can enhance fire spread in both
the downwind and lateral directions. In particular, major differences
are observed west of Louisville, highlighting the importance of this
parameter to capture the ROS and ignition probability at the WUI.
Smaller values (here 𝑌lim = 0.1) allow particles to travel past non-
flammable plots of land and reach flammable areas, thus producing a
completely different behaviour of the model in several areas, such as
area 4 (see Fig. 5a) and the southernmost edge of the fire. Larger values
(here 𝑌lim = 0.4) reduce the overall fire extent and ROS predicted.
Although the selection of 𝑌lim for our numerical tests is rather rigorous
(see also Ref. [19]), it can be rationally tuned for other WUI scenarios
or computed on the basis of a more detailed energy balance.

5.3. Burning duration, ignition delay and uncertain weather

The correct estimation of 𝜏burn and 𝜏ign is one of the main chal-
lenges in connecting the physical characteristics of the cells with the
model’s input parameters. The different types of vegetation and the
various construction materials present in a typical WUI render the
selection process very complex; therefore, a more automated process is
required. Such a process can be enabled by higher-resolution satellite
data that have been classified accordingly to distinguish between mate-
rials. Knowledge of the different materials’ heat release rate profiles is
12
also required. Complementary to this information, the condition of the
vegetation also plays an important role [39,40], and its consideration
in the model is equally important, as in fuel models that are already
available (e.g., see [51]). Here, we present the effect of a simultaneous
±20% change in the values of 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn used, compared to those in
Table 1. Fig. 12 shows the difference in the predicted propagation at
𝑡 = 90 min after ignition. The core of the fire zone is robustly captured,
although the edges are slightly different. Similar to what discussed
in Ref. [19], the burning timescale affects the ROS (if the timescales
are longer, propagation is generally slower) and by extension, the fire
front extent, evident here from the angular spread from the ignition
point. The behaviour of the model under the uncertainty introduced
reveals that 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn are critical in determining both the fire-
front thickness and the rate of propagation parallel to the wind speed.
This gives prominence to the need for more detailed geographical
information on a house scale to allow for a better calibration of such fire
propagation models if they are to act as supporting tools for operational
decision making.

Fig. 13 shows one case with an extreme choice for the turbulence
intensity, that is 𝐴 = 1, to examine the model’s behaviour to the
weather. Such a turbulence intensity is unrealistic in a turbulent bound-
ary layer, but it is given here as a numerical experiment. Increasing
𝐴 from 0.4 to 1 results in an expansion of the fire throughout the
domain and a clear overestimation of the total burnt area. Therefore, it
is obvious that the model is sensitive to the selection of the normalised
turbulence intensity. However, the local 𝐴 selection process can be
rationalised if higher resolution weather data are available and more
turbulence physics is included. Overall, it is important to highlight the
importance of using accurate and comprehensive weather inputs in
the model. Nevertheless, the results presented demonstrate that even
with simplified information, the model discussed can still produce valu-
able predictions of reasonable quantitative accuracy when appropriate

choices are made.
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of burnt area and 𝑃𝑏 to 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn based on 20 realisations. The baseline case is shown in (b) 90 min after ignition. Results with a simultaneous ±20%
hange in 𝜏ign and 𝜏burn are shown in (a) and (c). The blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite data of Ref. [20] and the magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after

ignition from Ref. [21]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 13. Burnt area probability isolines at 14 h after ignition with an extreme choice for
he normalised turbulence intensity (𝐴 = 1). The results are based on 20 realisations.
he blue dots show the final fire scar from the satellite data of Ref. [20] and the

magenta dots indicate the fire scar 3 h after ignition from Ref. [21]. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Future work requires further validation of the model against his-
torical fires and experiments to better understand and calibrate the
modelling parameters (𝜏ign, 𝜏burn, 𝑁𝑝, 𝑌lim). The initial burning state 𝑌init
or each released particle should also be adjusted to better characterise
he energy release. Furthermore, a more comprehensive description of
lope effects, any fire suppression actions, detailed firebrand tempera-
ure history and spatial trajectory, as well as the fire-induced changes
n the local wind conditions, need to be incorporated. The present
ramework allows such developments to be introduced, hence resulting
n a comprehensive WUI modelling capability.

. Conclusions

A previously-developed Lagrangian-cellular automata model was
odified to include burning houses and incorporated detailed geo-

raphical information. By running it for the December 2021 Marshall
ire in Colorado, it was shown that it could predict with reasonable
ccuracy and efficient computational speed both the large- and small-
cale characteristics of a WUI-type fire. The land was discretised into
quare cells and the NLCD provided each cell’s flammability classifi-
ation in a 30 × 30 m2 resolution. The model achieved very good
13
greement with the initial fire propagation until it reached the town
f Superior. The accuracy remained satisfactory at both intermediate
𝑡 = 3 h since ignition) and later times (𝑡 = 23 h since ignition) by
roducing an approximate agreement of 10% and 30% with satellite
bservations in terms of the total burnt area. Fine-grained features
f the model output include the prediction that areas downwind of
he non-flammable regions (or buildings) did not burn and that the
robability of burning, 𝑃𝑏, can take intermediate values between 0 and

1, thus allowing the quantification of risk as a function of location and
the incorporation of cell-specific flammability characteristics in terms
of burn duration and ignition time. The sensitivity of predictions to
some of the model’s inputs was also studied. The simplicity of the
model, its ease of operation, and its minimal computational cost (order
of seconds) demonstrate the potential for real-time predictions that can
use high-resolution geographic information and weather forecasts.
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Appendix A. Implementation aspects of the energy release

In the FireSPIN modelling framework, the emission rate of new
virtual fire particles is equivalent to discretising the energy release
from all the flammable content within their ‘‘mother’’ cell and the
heat release rate (HRR) profile over time. In addition to the number of
particles emitted and their phasing over a prescribed burning duration
of a cell, the particle state history, denoted by 𝑌st,p, is critical in fire
propagation as it controls the ability of particles to ignite close or
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Fig. A.1. (a) Example distribution of burnt (black) and unburnt (white) cells from one realisation of a wind-driven fire after line ignition at 𝑥 = 0. A homogeneous fuel distribution
having 𝜏ign = 10 s and 𝜏burn = 360 s is considered for this example. The wind speed is 25 m/s and modelling parameters are taken from Table 2. (b) Active fire particles coloured
by their burning state under the same conditions. (c) Time evolution of the flame front position (calculated based on the 50% isoline of a burn progress factor that considers the
burning state of all cells averaged over the direction of the ignition line and over 20 realisations) for different combinations of 𝜏burn and 𝜏ign and two strategies for HRR treatment:
𝑌init = 1 and 𝑌init = 𝑓 (𝑡). (d) Schematic representation of the two implementation strategies for 𝑌init . Left: Release of particles with constant 𝑌init = 1. Right: release of particles with
a triangular shape for 𝑌init (𝑡). (e) Propagation speed as a function of 𝛥𝑥 and 𝑁𝑝 for two HRR implementation strategies and different combinations of 𝜏burn and 𝜏ign (based on 20
realisations). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
remote cells. 𝑌lim dictates the expiration of the particles, whereas the
initial state 𝑌init emulates the magnitude of the HRR at the time of
emission. In this work, it was assumed that 𝑌init is always constant and
equal to unity, which in some cases may lead to an overestimation
of the total energy release and therefore to a greater sensitivity of
the model to numerical parameters, such as 𝑁𝑝 and the size of the
grid. A way to improve on the above is to replace the particle state
generation and decay mechanisms with a more quantitative energy
balance that could potentially include a series of volatilisation, oxida-
tion, air entrainment, and heat transfer processes. Instead of a particle
state (or normalised temperature difference), each cell and particle
could be associated with a (measurable) amount of enthalpy or a bulk
temperature, although more modelling parameters would be required
to capture the underlying phenomena. Another strategy that does not
involve as many parameters is to retain the model formulation of this
work and to adjust the value of 𝑌init over time. For various fuel types
and materials, the temporal profile 𝑌init (𝑡) could then be calibrated
against experiments, satellite data, or more physics-based approaches,
along with other flammability parameters.

In the following, we consider a simple example of a varying profile
for 𝑌init = 𝑓 (𝑡) and we evaluate the behaviour of the model in canonical
problems of line ignition and wind-driven propagation in a domain with
a homogeneous fuel distribution. A constant wind speed of 25 m/s,
similar to the initial westerly wind in the Marshall fire, is consid-
ered, together with the modelling parameters of Table 2. Under these
conditions, four fuel types are then investigated having combinations
of 𝜏ign/𝜏burn: (i) 10 s/360 s; (ii) 10 s/1800 s; (iii) 180 s/360 s and
(iv) 180 s/1800 s. For the short 𝜏ign fuel types, that is, (i) and (ii),
a convection-influenced non-firebranding flame should be established,
whereas a firebranding mechanism should also be present for the longer
14

𝜏ign cases that are more relevant to the burning of wooden houses
and buildings. An example distribution of burnt vs. unburnt cells from
one realisation at a time after ignition is shown in Fig. A.1a for fuel
type (i), while the active particles in the same instance are shown in
Fig. A.1b. For these problems, two different implementations of the
energy release are considered: a constant profile (𝑌init = 1) and an
evolving profile (𝑌init = 𝑓 (𝑡)). For the latter, a triangular shape is
selected with a maximum value of 𝑌st,p=1 at the start of particle release,
but this profile is only of indicative value. However, it could still be
realistic in some cases, for example, for some cellulosic fuels, where the
HRR shows a distinct peak after an induction period and a quasi-linear
decrease over time (e.g., see [42]). Fig. A.1d depicts a comparison of
the two implementations for particles released uniformly throughout
the burning duration of a cell.

For both implementations, the position of the flame front can be
calculated based on the 50% isoline of a burn progress factor (BPF)
that considers the burning state of all cells (0 for unburnt or 1 for
ignited/burnt as in Fig. A.1a) averaged over the direction of the ignition
line and over several realisations, similar to Ref. [19]. As shown in
Fig. A.1c for a nominal grid size of 𝛥𝑥 = 5 m, 𝑁𝑝 = 25 parti-
cles per cell and a particle Courant number 𝑐 = 0.5, the purely
convection-influenced non-firebranding flames are characterised by a
linear evolution of the flame front position, while the longer 𝜏ign fuels
show a ‘‘start-stop’’ behaviour that results in a step-like evolution.
Because 𝜏ign is large, e.g., as expected for a wooden house, there must
be a time difference until propagation can occur from one cell to the
next (seen here as a stagnant flame front position over equidistant
durations), similar to what Himoto et al. [43] reported as the time
difference of flashover from one model house to the adjacent. It is
evident that this behaviour can be reproduced by an appropriate se-
lection of the timescales controlling the release and decay of particles.

It is also evident that the implementation of 𝑌init has no effect in short
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𝜏ign fuels (the associated curves overlap almost exactly), but results in
slower propagation for longer 𝜏ign cases. This observation is important
ecause it underscores that highly flammable fuels with short burning
imescales can be largely insensitive to how the energy release is
reated, while the opposite applies to slower-burning fuels. However,
sing suitable values for the burning timescales, the flame front posi-
ion could always be matched between the two implementation options,
hich is a desirable feature of the model.

More importantly, we are interested in the (quasi-steady) prop-
gation speed, here calculated based on the step locations for long
ign cases and by the final flame front position for short 𝜏ign cases.

In particular, for short 𝜏ign cases, the propagation speed is 𝑆𝑓 ≈
3 m/s. This value is representative of 1 to 10-h fuels (grasses and
other plants) typically considered with the well-established Rothermel
model [52], as described in Ref. [53] with minor modifications by
Albini [54,55]. Firebrand-influenced flames cannot be considered with
this model. Taking into account zero slope effects, nominal values for
the characteristics of the fuel particles, a fuel array with a surface
area-to-volume ratio of 3000 ft−1 (≈9842.5 m−1) and a reasonably low
moisture content of 2% (the dead fuel moisture of extinction is taken
15%), we obtain a propagation speed 𝑆𝑓 ≈ 3.16 m/s that agrees well
with the highly flammable fuels investigated here. Evidently, different
values for the surface area-to-volume ratio and moisture content could
be applicable, for example, 𝑆𝑓 ≈ 3.55 m/s for 3% moisture and
500 ft−1 (≈11483 m−1), so a more accurate comparison with the
othermel model requires a conversion of the fuel models and the
nvironmental factors typically used to be appropriately converted into
he flammability parameters of FireSPIN.

Furthermore, we are interested in the sensitivity of 𝑆𝑓 to numerical
arameters such as the grid size and the number of particles per cell.
or this purpose, computations with different values for 𝛥𝑥 and 𝑁𝑝
re shown in Fig. A.1d. It is evident that when 𝑌init = 1, 𝑆𝑓 can
ary with both 𝛥𝑥 and 𝑁𝑝, and in some cases substantially, as also
bserved in Section 5. Note, for example, the decrease in 𝑆𝑓 with finer
esolutions when the first three fuels are considered, that is, (i) to (iii).
n contrast, for these cases, the propagation speed is not sensitive to
umerical parameters when 𝑌init = 𝑓 (𝑡), indicating a sufficient level
f statistical convergence with a small or high particle density but
lso with a coarse or fine resolution. Some degree of sensitivity can
nly be observed for the slowly burning fuel (iv), indicating that a
igher number of particles per cell should perhaps be used at coarser
esolutions to better represent the energy release. In conclusion, the
resent framework allows several improvements to be introduced, thus
esulting in a comprehensive WUI modelling capability.

ppendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
t https://doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2023.103795.
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